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ABSTRACT

STRATEGIC AIRPOWER AS OPERATIONAL FIRES: INTEGRATING
LONG-RANGE BOMBERS INTO CAMPAIGN DESIGN by Major Jerry
D. Garrett, USAF, 69 pages.

This m nograph seeks to determine under what conditions an
operational commander might eploy strategic airpower in his
campaign design. This journey begins first by exploring the
linkage between strategy, operations, and tactics. Next, U.S.
Army and Air Force doctrines are compared for terminology and
conceptual similarities, with particular ephasis on indivisible
airpower and long-range bombers in the role of operational fires.
Finally, four historical case studies - Operations Overlord,
Cobra, Niagara (Khe Sanh), and Desert Storm - are analyzed for
conditions in which previous ccmmnders have used barbers to
facilitate operational maneuver or set battlefield conditions
favorable for campaign success.

After a careful review of concepts, doctrine, and history,
this monograph concludes with six conditions which have fostered
integrating bombers into campaign design. These include: 1) A
cuander's awareness of bomber strengths and weaknesses; 2) A
blending of surprise and overwhelming firepower within minimun
time and space; 3) Little reaction or response time; 4) Econany of
force conditions; 5) Numerical superiority favors the enemy; and
6) bomber inpunity to enemy threat.

Consequently, this monograph concludes that educating both
current and future military leaders is a key element of
integrating bombers into campaign design. The most fertile ground
for planting this seed of knowledge rests within senior and
intermediate service schools, only to be nourished to full growth
during joint training exercises. Furthermore, as the U.S.
military force structure continues to shrink, and our national
military strategy shifts from forward deployed to a forward
presence, the challenge of being able to respond in a timely
manner with sufficient firepower to deter a potential adversary is
certain to increase. Such a future clearly suggests a greater
role for the barber.
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Section I

INTRODUCTICN

It is firepower, and firepower that arrives at the right
time and place, that counts in modern war.

Liddell Hart, 1944

Success in battle, as Liddell Hart clearly implied nearly half

a century earlier, is the result of effectively synchronizing and

applying overwhelming combat power at the decisive point and time.

U.S. Army Field Manual (FM) 100-5 claims superior combat power is

the product of four dynamic elements - leadership, maneuver,

protection, and firepower. While clearly recognizing the importance

of the first three elements, it is the fourth element of this

equation - firepower - that is the focus of this research effort.

Firepower, whether of surface or aerial origins, provides

today's operational ccamander the means to destroy, neutralize, or

suppress an adversary and his ability for conducting battle. In

particular, operational fires via long-range bomber aircraft

provides today's operational catmrander with a singularly unique,

highly flexible, and extremely lethal means of conventional

firepower. The purpose of this monograph is to identify under what

conditions an operational commander might erploy bombers in his

campaign design and execution.

On 16 January, 1991, the world watched in awe as American and

allied coalition aircraft began launching from airfields in Saudi

Arabia and heading for "targets east." Over the next 30 days, the

Kuwait Theater of War felt the brunt of a thoroughly integrated and

highly synchronized aerial campaign aimed at neutralizing,

destroying, and suppressing the true potential of Iraqi combat
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forces. Not since the December, 1972, "Christmas Bombings" of Hanoi

had the world witnessed such an intense and massive display of

aerial and operational firepower.

Amomg the aircraft comprising this plethora of operational

firepower was the B-52 strategic bomber. Fran the first days of

this air war, B-52s were assigned the primary task of immobilizing,

isolating, and attriting Iraqi Republican Guard units located in

southern Iraq.' However, the mere notion of using an aircraft

almost twenty years senior to the more modern and plentiful F-15E,

F-16, and F-ill fighter-barbers apparently caught several air

warfare experts off-guard.' Other defense analysts such as Robert

Pape, were surprised only by the fact the B-52s "were used the first

night. 
'"

Yet in retrospect, the willingness of U.S. commnders to

employ B-52 bombers should not have care as a surprise to anyone.

Since late 1986, the Strategic Air Command (SAC) has maintained an

elite contingent of B-52 aircraft and aircrews groomed for such a

role.$ Divorced from their traditional SIOP-based (Single

Integrated Operating Plan) nuclear deterrence mission, this small

but unique batber force has been the recipient of a highly

concentrated training program aimed at increasing and refining their

conventional warfare skills. Furthermore, recent upgrades in

aircraft camtmications, navigation, and targeting equipment, as

well as new inventory of area denial, anti-armor, and stand-off

imitions has equipped this contingent of conventionally-dedicated

bombers with an unprecedented firepower capability, ... readily

available to any theater commander.
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Therefore, it hardly seem appropriate to question if long

range bombers will be ewployed. Rather, a better question would be

under what conditions might an operational commander employ the long

range bomber in his campaign design and execution?

To answer this question, Section Two of this study ventures to

arrive at a comm understanding of the theory and concepts of

operational fires, effects, and indivisible airpower. This

discussion is designed to familiarize the reader with these concepts

and their role in establishing favorable conditions for future

battles and engagements.

With this foundation established, Section Three then seeks to

gain a historical perspective as to when and under what conditions

previous commanders have employed the long range bomber to achieve

operational effects. Section Three begins by first examining the

role of the bomber during the 1944 Normandy campaign, followed by a

review of similar contributions during selected operations in the

Vietnamee War, and the recent Gulf War with Iraq.

Drawing from this examination, Section Four offers an analysis

of these historical examples. The criteria for analyzing the bomber

in term of operational fires and effects centers upon the ability

of long-range bombers to:

a) facilitate maneuver to operational depth by creating an

exploitable gap in the tactical defense.

b) set favorable battlefield conditions by destroying,

disrupting, neutralizing, shaping, fixing, or interdicting an

enem's ability to command and control, sustain,

or mass his combat power.
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Finally, Section Five concludes this monograph and provides a

series of implications necessary to institutionalize the use of

strategic barbers in generating tirrely and appropriate operational

effects.

This mongraph is not a definitive study on emloying long-

range barbers. This study resides primarily in the ability of the

baber to provide conventional fires as opposed to nuclear.

Furthermore, this monograph clearly recognizes the ability and

importance of bomber maritime and emerging defense suppression

missions, yet for purpose of brevity, has choosen not to discuss

then. Moreover, to circumient an ever-increasing obstacle course

regarding the use of classified materials and historical docunents,

this author has elected to confine research aterials to

unclassified studies and open source publications.

Section Two

Ternm, Concepts and Doctrine

At the very heart of warfare lies doctrine. It
represents the central beliefs for waging war in order
to achieve victory. . . a network of faith and knowledge
reinforced by experience which lays the pattern for the
utilization of men, equipment, and tactics.

Curtis E. Lermay

In 1982, the concept of an operational activity or level of

war occupying a position between strategy and tactics was formally

introduced to the U.S. Army. Within the covers of a new FM 100-5,

Army doctrine described the operational level of war as those

operations concerned with erploying military resources to attain

strategic goals within a theater of war. It spoke of "camrpaigns" as

a cammander's tool for the marshalling of forces, logistics, and
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fires; selecting objectives and actions to create and set favorable

terms for future battles; and defeating an enemy through

simultaneous and sequential battles and engagements. Furthermore,

FM 100-5 claimed that "operational" simply equated to a "theory of

larger unit operations.'9

Since that time, the range, accuracy, and lethality of

military weapon system have significantly increased, the

authoritative relationship of "operational" and "larger unit

operations" has been dismissed, and a new EM 100-5 has emerged. 10

In fact, many of the more substantive changes incorporated into the

1986 edition of PM 100-5 addresses the mystique of operational art

and its lineage with strategy and tactics. In broad terms, this

linkage begins with strategy at one end of the spectrn and the

tactical battlefield at the other. Strategy establishes the

political aims and objectives, assigns forces and assets, imposes

conditions on the use of force, and ties military action to the

political aims of war. Tactics, on the other hand, is primarily

Engagements to

Linking Strategy & Tactics
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concerned with the planning, preparation and actual employment of

fighting forces during individual engagements." The critical

bridge linking these two elements is operational art.

While many of the joint and sister service doctrinal

publications are practically void of the phase "operational art,"

U.S. Army doctrine describes it as "the employment of military

forces to attain strategic goals or operational objectives in a

theater of war through the design, organization, and conduct of

campaigns and major operations. 2  Several of the key concepts

associated with operational art include centers of gravity, decisive

points, culmination points, sequential operations, lines of

operations, and ends-ways-means relationships. In the broad scheme

of events, operational art is concerned with creating conditions and

effects favorable to tactical success and translating this success

into strategic victories.

Within the context of effects and conditions, the 1986 version

of EM 100-5 also introduced the concept of "operational fires" or

firepower at the operational level. FM 100-5 states that fires can

"support" operational maneuver by destroying key enemy forces or

facilities, disrupt enemy movement schedules, complicate an

adversary's command and control of combat forces, and degrade his

air defense, artillery, and air capabilities.13

Large Unit Operations (Draft), FM 100-6 further expands upon

the concept of operational fires. This nunual identifies five

functions that permit an operational camander to directly influence

the outcome of an operation (i.e. intelligence, sustainment,

deception, maneuver, and fires).14 FM 100-6 also describes
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operational fires as thwe lethal and non-lethal fires tha."

constitute a decisive impact in the conduct of a campaign or major

operation. The manual further associates operational fires with

deep operations, implying that depth, precision, and weapon

effectiveness are the critical qualifiers for operational fires.

Given this description and the boundaries of today's weapon

technology, FM 100-6 claims that operational fires are largely the

product of air power."5

The Army's Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC) also

recognizes the relationship of operational fires and air power.

TRADOC Pamphlet 11-9, Blueprint of The Battlefield, claim that by

their very nature, operational fires are joint and/or combined

activities and are provided largely by theater air forces. i Both

FM 100-6 and TRADOC Pamphlet 11-9 further predict that as the range,

accuracy, and lethality of surface-based delivery system continue

to improve, they too will assume a greater role as operational

fires. Certainly the Army's ATAC1MS (Army Tactical Missile Systen)

and Navy TCMNMM surface-to-surface missiles give weight to this

prediction. Furthermore, aside fran predicting tomorrow's source

for operational fires, both publications form a consensus upon the

combat roles and tasks for operational fires.

The first of these roles clearly accredits the alIlity of

fires to concentrate large volumes of destructive firepower within

an extremely short period of tine. Given this attribute,

operational fires enables an operational rammander to facilitate

maneuver of either ground or air forces to operational depth by

creating an exploitable gap in an enemy's tactical defense." In
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his discussion on indirect warfare, historian and theorist H.B.

Liddell Hart, underscores fires as a means of facilitating maneuver,

claiming:

No attack in modern war is feasible or likely to succeed
against an enemy in position, unless his resisting power
has already been paralyzed either by some form of
surprise or preponderating fire.i

Perhaps narrow-mindedly, "facilitating maneuver" can be

perceived as a one-sided show where airpower create gaps for ground

forces to maneuver. World War II provides several examples of this

traditional perspective, a classic example being Operation Overlord

and the carpet bombing of the Normandy beachheads.

However, employing surfaced or air delivery system, or both,

for the purpose of creating a breach in an adversary's air defenses

to facilitate "air maneuver" is certainly another perspective of

operational fires. Joint Suppression of Enemy Air Defense (JSEAD)

by means of both lethal (e.g., artillery fires, Ground Launch Tacit

Rainbow) and non-lethal (e.g., electronic warfare) fires is a prime

example of creating conditions for operational success.

Interdiction as a means of isolating, fixing, or shaping the

battlefield is another important role of operational fires. The

primary objective of this role is to deny, disrupt, or delay the

enemy's ability to introduce uncommitted forces into an area of

operations or sustain those forces already in place. Historically,

an adversary's road and rail networks have ranked high upon the list

of interdiction targets, and airpower the chief means of attack. In

particular, major road and rail junctions, bridges, transload

points, and other chokepoints within an enemy's line of operations

have nude for lucrative air interdiction targets.
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Operational fires aimed at delaying, disrupting, or attriting

follow-on or reserve forces also falls within the scheme of fixing

or shaping the battlefield. Ferdinand Miksche, a more contemporary

air prophet of note, underscores shaping the battlefield with

airpower by silencing the enemy's artillery, halting his

reinforcements, and severing supply lines via operational fires.9

Yet, aside from upsetting an opponent's flow of combat power

to the battle through physical damage and destruction, interdicting

IoaeThe

Destroy Critical Facilitate

n ,F unctions Maneuver

Operational Fires Tasks & Roles

operational fires can have a tremendous impact in the moral domain

of battle. In his analysis of 1940 Germn blitzkrieg tactics, Len

Deighton discusses how German interdiction efforts not only isolated

the battlefield, but subverted their enemy's will to fight. During

these airstrikes, Deighton notes:

. . .such attacks made the defenders run for cover. Men
taking cover do not observe, train guns, or shoot. If
they take cover often enough for the process to become
continuous, they lose the will to fight altogether.2

In either case, operational fires in an interdiction role serves to

create favorable conditions for future battles by denying an enemy

9



the ability to concentrate carbat power (Mass) within a given area

(Space) in a timely menner (Time).

Finally, operational fires play a significant role in shaping

battlefield ccditions, destroying critical enemy functions, and

facilities of operational significance. An opponent's commnd and

control system, air defense network, logistical infrastructure, and

offensive air power are but a few of the most likely targets for

this role. By employing lethal fires, an operational ccmmander

denies his foe the opportunity to synchronize, direct, or nmss his

corbat forces in any coherent fashion. Frequently, the use of non-

lethal fires such as electronic warfare and psychological operations

can achieve similar results. In either case, once having denied

one's enemy the benefits of adequate command and control,

sustairmmnt, and protection of his forces, the friendly commnder

now has within his grasp two of the most inportant prerequisites for

operational success - the initiative and freedom of action to

prosecute his campaign to the fullest.

Yet, what distinguishes operational fires from tactical fires?

Much of today's Army doctrine centers upon the "top-down" verses

"bottom-up" planning process and desired effects as the principal

discriminating factors.

In the case of tactical fires, a "bottoa-up" request process

for fire support prevails. Within this system, fire requests

originate from the lower echelons of comands and are elevated

through each successive echelon for reconsideration. If at any

point during this process a particular fire support officer

determines he has the assets and capabilities to acccomodate the

10



request, he then acts accordingly and fires are delivered.

Otherwise, the "upward" review process continues until either the

request is honored or denied due to higher fire priorities. 2'

Operational fires, on the other hand, assumes a "top-down"

approach in the planning process. At this level, the operational

commander establishes fire objectives, designates targets, and

integrates them into his overall plan."2 Once accumplished, the

plan is then assigned to subordinate levels for execution.

Another important discriminator separating operational and

tactical fires is the relationship between fire and maneuver. At

the tactical level, fires tend to support maneuver, and while they

are indeed important, they are not critical to the success of

operational maneuver. Yet, unlike tactical fires, operational fires

are seen as a coequal to operational maneuver, requires a higher

level of integration and synchronization, and has profound impact

upon the success of operational maneuver or major operations.
23

Thus far, a sunrary of our discussion reflects operational art

as being concerned with the planning, integrating, and sequencing of

major operations which translate tactical successes into strategic

victories. Our discussion also leads us to the conclusion that top-

down planning and operational effects (i.e., facilitating maneuver,

shaping or isolating the battlefield, and destroying critical enemy

functional capabilities and facilities of operational significance)

are the focus of operational fires. However, these discussions have

also focussed primarily upon U.S. Army doctrinal literature. As we

now turn our attention to examine what Air Force doctrine offers, we

find perhaps a notable absence of caim= terms, but a cammonality of
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thought and basic concepts.

For instance, while Air Force Manual (APM) 1-1, Basic

Aerospace Doctrine, makes no mention of the term "operational art,"

the concept of linking strategic aims with tactical operations

predominates the manual. AM 1-1 begins by asserting war is a means

of achieving a political objective, and that political objectives

shape and define military objectives. This discussion continues,

assigning the commander the primary responsibility of developing a

broad strategy which encompasses capabilities of friendly and enemy

forces, the environment, and sound military doctrine. From this

strategy emerges objectives, which then guide the conmander in the

proper employment of his forces.24  Air Force doctrine further

explains that strategic and tactical actions are not mutually

exclusive, and "to consider either of the two in isolation ...

disregards their interdependence and synergistic influence in

warfare.'"

Another example of disparity in term but unity in thought is

the concept of operational fires and indivisible airpower. A chief

concern of operational fires is effect. Regardless of the weapon

system employed, facilitating maneuver, shaping the battlefield, or

destroying critical enemy functions and facilities of operational

significance are the primary effects operational fires aspires to

accoplish.

Likewise, the idea of indivisible airpower advances this same

concept as it seeks to downplay the alignment of certain airframes

with specific missions. AFM 1-1 states that for the commnder, "his

guiding principle is to employ aerospace power as an indivisible
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entity based upon objectives, threat, and opportunity."'"

Therefore, not only does the concept of indivisible airpower provide

the commander with the latitude of designating the nunber of

aircraft needed to produce the "integrated strategic and tactical

effects to support the overall objective," but the aircraft type as

well .2

Former Air Force Chief of Staff, General Hoyt S. Vandenberg,

expounds upon this novel approach to applying airpower, stating "the

overriding purpose of every plane, whether bomber or fighter, is to

win the battle."" General Bennie L. Davis, a previous SAC

Conander-in-Chief, continues this line of thought claiming, "In

ccbat, the need to get the most from each airpower asset has

regularly forced us to set aside artificial restrictions on how we

employ our weapons. ' 41 The artificial restrictions General Davis

speaks of refers to an inherent misunderstanding or perception among

military officers that only certain weapon system can qualify or

achieve tactical, operational, or strategic effect. However, he

also provides us a warning that in peacetime, "We have tended to

disregard valuable wartime lessons about the optimnm application of

airpower. "1 As we seek to recapture these lessons and assess

conditions for employing the bonber as operational fires, let us now

turn our attention to examining the role of babers in the Normandy

campaign, Vietnam conflict, and the 1991 Gulf War.
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Section Three

A Historical Perspective

In his theoretical, political, and historical examination of

the act of war, Karl Von Clausewitz explains that the critical

analysis of historical examples can serve several purposes.

Historical examples can help explain or show application of an idea

or concept, support or validate the possibility of such an idea or

concept, or in combination with similar events, be ervloyed to

distill the essential truths of the matter and then arrive upon a

consensus of thinking or doctrine.' The purpose of this section is

to gain a historical insight as to how past commanders have employed

bomber aircraft in creating conditions for operational success. The

first of the three historical vignettes presented in this monograph

examines the 1944 Normandy Campaign.

1944 Normandy Campaiqn

In the predawn twilight of 6 June, 1944, General Omr Bradley,

ComTander of the First U.S. Army, watched from the bridge of the

AUGUSTA as the first of almost 5,000 allied mediun and heavy bombers

swarmed over the German coastal defenses standing guard at the

Normandy beachheads. For the allied ground forces preparing for

this amphibious assault, this massive aerial bombardment signaled

the beginning of Operation Overlord - the long-awaited invasion of

the European continent. Yet, for the bomber aircrews, the Normandy

missions marked the culmination of eighteen months of intensive

planning and preparation.

A brief chronology of the more important events in the design

of the Normundy canpaign begins with the January, 1943, Casablanca

14



Conference of the Cambined Chiefs of Staff. Fran the onset, allied

leadership recognized that prior to an assault upon the European

mainland, they must first gain the winning hand in te.ms of time,

space, and mass. To achieve this dominance, the Casablanca

Conference produced an agenda calling for a combined American and

Royal Air Force (RAF) bomber offensive aimed at creating a series of

preconditions favorable to a successful invas' -n.

Achieving allied air superiority was the -.irst of these

preconditions.3" Offensively, allied air superiority was essential

to allow the full weight of American and British airpower to be

applied against the enemy defending the beaches. Defensively, the

German Air Force had to be deprived of the means and ability to

threaten either the unloading or inward movement of allied troops,

equipment, or supplies at the beachhe- r onsequently, phased

attacks against German airfields, ai, - factories, and aviation

POL production facilities becaw- ._iu.ity for the bomber

offensive." Through airfield atta ; . _c Irn regional air strength

could be significantly reduced. Mowever, 'aiids upon aircraft

factories and fuel facilities were designed to both strangle the

enemy's aerial sustainment base and ultimately divert coastal-based

fighter units to defend the hcmeland. Either by attrition or

diversion, air superiority over the beachheads would be achieved.

Aside fram isolating German air power fram the beachhead,

denying her the ability to mass or sustain ground carbat forces

within the coastal regions was also deemed an essential precondition

for operational success. By allied estimates, the rail road

infrastructure spanning western Germany, France, and the Low

15



Countries could enable the Germans to mass almost 28 combat

divisions - nine more than the allies - by as early as D+14. By

D+20, German/Allied ccmbat ratios could rise to 30:25, and continue

increasing to 33:28 by D+30.34

To preclude such a massing of enemy forces, the barber plan

directed attacks against the enemy's rail net; first striking at the

marshalling yards and maintenance facilities, and then rail lines,

locomotives, and rolling stock (See Appendix, Figure A-1).15 By

denying their enemy use of the rail system, the allies could also

augment their gains by forcing an increase in German POL consumption

and wheeled vehicle usage at a time when neither were in plentiful

supply. 
34

Other preconditions set forth during the Casablanca Conference

included neutralizing enemy surface and submarine threat and thus

foiling any opportunity for enemy naval intervention during allied

cross-channel operations. Reducing Germany's ability to sustain

cabat operations also ranked high among the list of Casablanca

objectives. Consequently, Germany's submarine bases and

construction facilities, as well as her industrial and economic

system, became equally important targets of the barber offensive.)

By early February, 1943, the Casablanca objectives were

published and both U.S. and British air camanders were busy

planning and executing their own version of how best to achieve the

stated objectives. Of the two barber forces, the British, under the

camrnd of Sir Arthur Harris was the first to strike. A firm

believer that "A barb not dropped on Germany was a baib wasted,""

Harris chose to apply the weight of his barber force against a wide

16



variety of industrial targets well within the German Reich. Muich,

Stuttgart, and Berlin were among the first of the German cities to

feel the sting of the combined bomber offensive."

In contrast to their British counterparts, the Americans

pursued a different strategy. Rather than piecemealing their

attacks and gaining perhaps only a small amount of destruction over

many targets, U.S. planners elected to mass their efforts to gain a

high degree of damage on a few critical targets. Accordingly, U.S.

bombers concentrated their initial attacks against the German

submarine bases and construction facilities before shifting the

weight of their effort to the German aircraft industry.

Fran the early sumer months of 1943 to the Spring of 1944,

aircrews of the U.S. Eighth Air Force (8AF) and RAF Bomber Carnands

continued the relentless prosecution of the targets outlined for the

Combined Bomber Offensive. With the intensity of Allied attacks on

German aircraft factories and industry steadily increasing, the

German Air Force soon began withdrawing their fighter aircraft for

defense of the Reich. By early 1944, 75% of enemy fighter assets

had been deployed to Germany," and by March, only 85 of the entire

German fleet of 1,650 single-engine fighters remained based within

range of Normandy landing sites (See Appendix, Figure A-2).:4

On 14 April, Allied supreme Commander, General Dwight

Eisenhower, took control of both RAF and U.S. bomber forces.

Content with the withdrawal of the German fighters, yet concerned

over their possible return, Eisenhower ordered a continuation of the

bomber strikes on German aircraft factories and industrial targets.

Simultaneously, he directed additional attacks against all German
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operational airfields within 350 miles of Normandy. To preclude

possibly identifying the planned amphibious assault area, this 350-

mile radius remained until D-minus 30 days, when it was reduced to a

130-mile circle around Caen.Y

In the weeks short of D-Day, RAF and U.S. bomber forces began

increasing their strikes against the rail and road system. Between

1 March and 6 June, 36 marshalling yards in Belgium and Northern

France were attacked 139 times."3 By Mid-May, railway traffic in

France had dropped over 30% from January's index, and by early June

would plunge another 30% (See Appendix, Figure A-3).4 4

Along with shaping the battlefield through disruption and

destruction of the enemy's road nets, bomber attacks were equally

successful at fixing German ground forces outside the Normandy area.

Throughout the aerial canpaign, "Ultra" intercepts had steadily

indicated the Germans expected the Allied invasion to occur at Pas

de Calais." To reinforce Genman expectations and convince enemy

leadership to retain a sizable portion of their combat forces near

Pas de Calais, 40% of the bomber missions flown on D-3 and D-2

struck road, rail, and coastal defenses in the vicinity of Pas de

Calais." On D-1, bomber actions continued to bolster this

deception as 25% of the total bomber missions pounded the city's

coastal defenses.

With a significant portion of Gernman combat forces and

reserves commited outside the Normandy area, the ground

transportation system slowed to a near trickle, and German air power

subdued, air and ground isolation of the Normandy beachheads had

been achieved. However, even as Allied ground forces prepared to
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take to the beaches on D-Day, the barber's role in Operation

Overlord was far from complete.

Eisenhower's concept for the final assault envisioned a

massive barrage of fires blanketing the beachheads within minutes of

initial landings. The goal was to both physically and

psychologically immobilize the coastal defenses - the bombers befin

the primary tool of execution. Extensive route planning to ensure

airspace deconfliction, reduced bomber exposure to enemy air

defenses, and massed fires in minimun time and space were the key

elements in successfully breaching beachhead fortifications (See

Appendix, Figure A-4)."7

Under the cover of darkness, 1,300 PRAF bombers led the

assault. An additional four waves of 2,700 U.S. bombers continued

the attack at first light. While the first wave converged upon

coastal defenses along the six-mile wide landing zone, the remaining

three focussed on disrupting coam-uications and transportation

between the frontline defenders and reserve elements positioned

inland."

However, despite this overwhelming concentration of firepower,

low cloud ceilings would deny the full potential of the aerial

attack from being achieved. Unable to see the target area, aircrews

in the first wave were obliged to apply a timing correction factor

to preclude dropping bombs on friendly troops." Consequently, less

than 45% of the bombs hit within 300 feet of their planned target,

and the remaining 55% fell as far as three mile away.5 c In his

personal memoirs, General Bradley pcrtrays the saturation bombing of

the Normandy beaches as "completely ineffective.'5. Nevertheless,
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in as little as eight weeks, Bradley would once again call upon the

bcmbers to create conditions favorable for operational maneuver.

OPERATION COBRA

By mid-July, the situation in Normandy was far fran

satisfactory. Aside fran poor weather, neither Bradley nor his

staff had fully anticipated the impact of the bocage country upon

their operational tempo. The small open fields, bordered by an

extensive patchwork of entangling hedgerows, narrow roads, and deep

drainage ditches severely hampered mobility. Making the most of

this terrain, enemy troops burrowed into the hedgerows, creating a

well organized network of highly defensible positions and firesacks.

By 24 July, the U.S. First Army was advancing at a mere snail's pace

while casualties were soon to exceed 120,000.5 Fran Bradley's

perspective, the situation was beginning to show signs of an

impending stalemate - the very situation he had planned so hard to

avoid. "

To jump-start the advance, Bradley conceived an idea of

massing both fires and troops along a narrow front and forcing a

rupture within the enemy's defensive belt. Once the rupture was

achieved, infantry units would quickly widen and secure the flanks,

creating a gap for mechanized forces to bolt through and drive deep

into enemy territory (See Appendix, Figure A-4). Thus, firepower

would set the initial conditions for operational success. However,

for the plan to succeed, concentrating fires in both time and space

were essential.

As part of this concentration, Bradley had access to over 60

artillery pieces."4 Although General Charles E. Hart, V1 Corps
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Artillery Commrander, professed this to be sufficient for creating a

gap within the enemy's lines, Bradley disagreed:

Had he had ten times the number of guns - maybe. But it
would have been impossible for Hart to saturate the
carpet with the intensity that I wanted, for there were
neither the guns nor armo for the task.ss

On 19 July, Bradley met with air commanders Carl Spaatz,

Arthur Tedder, and Trafford Leigh-Mallory to explain his request.

His ultimate objective for using the bombers was to create the

"blast effect" typical of artillery prep-fires, only in a more

concentrated form. Disrupting German cormtrications, neutralizina

enemy front-line and reserve forces, and reducing the enemy's will

to fight were the desired side effects.~
S

Weapons effect and troop safety were among the many issues

dominating the planning conference. Borrowing from Montgomery's

experience with bombers at Caen, Bradley requested fragmentaticn

bombs be used exclusively to avoid cratering the very roads he

depended upon to expedite his advance.51 To minimize the chance cf

friendly bombs on friendly troops, Bradley strongly suggested the

road between Periers and St. Lo serve as a "no bomb line." As long

as the borbts flew parallel, but south of the road, Bradley

contended his troops north of the road would be safe. Where the

aviators advocated a 3,000 yard buffer zone was needed to enure

troop safety, Bradley argued 800 yards was more appropriate.

Bradley's point was that the farther away his troops were from the

enemy, the more time the enemy would have to recover from the chaos

and confusion of the bombing." By the end of the conference, a

1,200 yard buffer zone and a start date of 21 July was agreed upon

by all. However, where Bradley thought the bomber's approach axis
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had been resolved, later events would prove different."

After several weather delays, a green light was finally given

for Operation Cobra to begin on 24 July. Yet, the attack was not to

fully materialize. Once again poor weather prevailed, forcing Lir

Marshal Leigh-Mallory to cancel the strikes. Nevertheless, nearly

200 fighter-bombers and 335 bombers never received the recall orders

and continued with their attack, with many of their bombs impacting

among friendly troops."

Early reports of the assault centered on allied casualties and

the bomber's axis of attack. From Bradley's perspective, not only

had the air ca manders deceived him on the bomber's approach, but

the abortive assault had also cost him the element of surprise and

146 casualties." However, unknown to Bradley, the raid had been af

some merit. Convinced they had succeeded at repelling a major

allied attack and likewise convinced another attenpt was

forthcoming, the Germans repositioned a majority of their troops

directly into the area scheduled for the saturation bombing.:

Nonetheless, while the Germans had correctly anticipated a re-

attack, they failed to realize the magnitude of the firepower they

would face.

At nine-thirty the very next day, U.S. ground forces began

withdrawing from forward positions in preparation for the aerial

bombardment. In less than two and one-half hours, over 2,2C0

bombers and 350 fighters drenched the 7,000 by 2,500 yard target box

with nearly 5,000 tons of high explosive and napalm.3  The effect

of this massive aerial assault upon the enemy was without precedent.

in his accounting of Operation Cobra, Army Historian Martin
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Blumenson writes:

Bombs buried men and equipment, overturned tanks.
communications with forward echelons were completely
disrupted ... No less than a thousand men must have
perished ... about one-third of the total number of
combat effectives ... were probably killed or wounded,
the survivors dazed ... Only local and feeble resistance
was possible.4

Adding to Blunenson's description, General Fritz Bayerlein, the

receipent of the main weight of the Cobra bombing claims:

The first line has [sicJ been annihilated by the bcrrbing
... dugouts and foxholes smashed, men buried ... the
same happened to guns and tanks. Long duration barbing,
without any possibility for opposition, created
depressions and a feeling of helpness, weakness, and
inferiority. The shock effect was nearly as strong as
the physical... For me, who during this war was in every
theater committed at the points of the main efforts,
this was the worst I ever saw."

By July 27, elements of the ist, 4th, and 30th Infantry

Divisions and 2nd and 3rd Armor Divisions had moved through the

rupture and were well on there way toward achieving their

objectives. Although plagued once more by problems of fratricide,

Operation Cobra proved a resounding success. The massive bomber

attacks stunned and demoralized the German defenders, severely

disrupted their comnunications and defenses, and created conditions

facilitating operational maneuver. As Bradley would later record,

"Slowly it came to me that Cobra had not failed. It had succeeded

we had broken through.""

Operation Niagara

Leaping forward nearly two decades, the next vignette examines

yet another conflict bombers were employed not so much as to create

conditions for tactical or operational success, but instead deny

those conditions from the enemy. In the interim between WWI: and
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Vietnam, U.S. military force structure became a victim of a

diminishing military budget and an increasing reliance upon nuclear

weapons. During post-WWII and Korean eras, America had chosen to

maintain neither a large conventional army nor tactical air force,

but a sizeable nuclear bomber force instead. 7 Consequently, the

phrase "strategic bomber" soon became synonymous with "nuclear," a

concept that frequently prevails even today."1

On 17 February 1965, two squadrons of B-52s were released from

their nuclear mission for use in conventional operations in

Southeast Asia. Their mission was to disrupt the enemy's flow of

logistics, deny him the ability to mass his cambat power, and -

him no relief from attack even in his jungle enclaves. Yet, the

main value of the B-52 was its psychological effect; the enemy lived

in constant fear that a B-52 strike could come at any time and with

little or no warning."9 By early February, 1968, B-52 sortie rates

had climbed from an initial 300 to 1,200 sorties per month, and

surged another 600 per month by mid-February. Yet, as events would

later illustrate, bomber sortie rates were not the only thing on the

rise.

Within the last few months of 1967, intelligence reports began

showing a dramatic increase in the volune of troops and supplies

coming into the Khe Sanh area. In contrast to a January-September

monthly average of 480 trucks, 1,116 trucks were observed in

October, followed by 3,823 in November, and 6,315 in December.-

Similar reports revealed that between four to five North Vietnamese

infantry divisions had also moved into the terrain surrounding the

6,000-nmn U.S. Marine caMx at Khe Sanh.
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While theories as to the North Vietnamese intent varied, the

most publicized version portrayed Khe Sanh as an impending Dien Bien

Phu.' This was particularly alarming for President Lyndon Johnson,

who as senior member of the Senate Armed Services Comittee in 1954

had opposed sending U.S. aid to the French at Dien Bien Phu. Now

with American blood at stake, Johnson became obsessed with

preventing such a recurrence.' 2

In accordance with his commander's wishes, General William

Westmoreland, Comnander of U.S. Forces in Vietnam, developed a two-

phased campaign - code name Operation Niagara" - for the defense of

Khe Sanh. The first phase was primarily an intelligence collecticn

effort aimed at gathering as much information on enemy strengths,

unit size, and location as possible. Every and all resources were

employed and their data funneled into MACV J-2 (Military Assistance

Command, Vietnam: Intelligence Branch) for analysis. From this

data, MACV J-2 analysts were able to approximate their foe's leve

of echeloned cabat power, doctrinally template his positions

relative to the terrain surrounding Khe Sanh, and then transform the

area into a series of B-52 target boxes.7

Phase two operations called for carefully synchronizing

artillery, Navy, Air Force, and Marine tactical aircraft, and a.

"unquestionable priority on B-52 strikes." 15 Westrreland was a

firm believer in the unleashed, combat potential of the B-52. In a

mermrandun to Admiral U.S.G. Sharp, Pacific Command Canrander-in-

Chief (CINCPAC), Westmreland demanded more than tactical air

support to fight his elusive, jungle-based enemy. "Magnificent. but

limited" is how Westmoreland described the effects of tactical air
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(Tacair) during Operation Black Virgin One (15 April, 1965).

Ordnance could be delivered only in a spotty, irregular,
inconsistent fashion. Moreover, it took 443 sorties to
deliver 900 tons of ordnance over the 12-square
kilometer area. If an attack could have been launched
in which the bombs were evenly distributed, the results
would have been far more effective.3

Aside from the advantage of the "evenly distributed" bombing

pattern typical of the bomber, Westmoreland also recognized the

inherent capability of the B-52 to '"arry surprise with devastating

firepower."'" Soon, his faith in this marriage of surprise and

firepower would be put to the test.

The North Vietnamese offensive at Khe Sanh began in January,

1968, as the first of several hundred artillery rounds began

impacting the marine canp. By the end of the first night's

activities, the camp's entire ammnition stocks and a majority of

the fuel storage facilities were virtually destroyed." In

response, Westmoreland ordered Phase Two of Operation Niaaara to

begin the next day. Seeking to deny the enemy his ability to mass.

command, control, or sustain his combat forces, B-52s flying frm.

Anderson AFB, Guam targeted enemy command and control facilities,

logistical routes, and troop assembly and staging areas. Barely two

weeks into the operation, 463 bomber sorties had already demolished

65 key targets threatening Khe Sanh's survival." Yet, within the

same time span, the North Vietnamese had severed Highway 9 - Khe

Sanh's link to the east - and overrun the Special Forces camp at

Lang Vei (See Appendix: Figure A-6).

On 23 February, the North Vietnamese assault peaked as over

1,300 artillery rounds rocked the U.S. ccpound. Soon thereafter,

aerial reconnaissance and ground observers began to take note of
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extensive enemy trench-works and bunker system5 within 350 feet of

the camp's perimeter." At Westmoreland's request, the 3,000 meter

safety zone was cut to 1,000 meters and the bambers were directed to

conduct "close-in" attacks. Describing the first of the "close-in"

attacks, Marine Captain Moyers S. Shore II reports:

.. the NVA had taken advantage of the buffer zone by
moving troops and supplies in as close to the marine
base as possible to avoid the bomber raids. ... When
American airborne observers noted enemy bunker complexes
cropping up ... the no-ba line was moved in to about
half the original distance. At first, the regimental
camander was afraid that the resulting [barb]
concussion would collapse his own bunkers and trenches;
as it turned out, the enemy fortifications were the only
ones to suffer.

The first few B-52 raids inside the old line
touched off scores of secondary explosions and
undoubtedly snapped the North Vietnamese out of their
sense of security. The closer strikes also served as a
morale booster for the defenders who flocked from their
bunkers to watch what the Marines called, "Number One on
the hit parade.'"

Over the next thirty-seven days, an integrated bomber/Tacair

campaign continually pounded the numerically superior caurunist

combat forces as they attempted to capture the isolated U.S.

outpost. On 22 March, the North Vietnamese conducted yet another

massive artillery assault, as if preparing for a major attack.

Within the next 48 hours, over 135 B-52 sorties drenched suspected

enemy staging areas, denying the enemy the opportunity to imss his

forces, and ultimately quelled any remaining plans for attacking Khe

Sanh."

By the end of March, the communist offensive had tapered off

and by mid-April ceased to present a major threat. Although

periodic mortar attacks continued to plague the carn until its

closure in June, the integrated bamber/Tacair effort had denied the
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North Vietnamese conditions for tactical, operational, and possibly,

strategic success. During a stop-over trip at the B-52 base on

Guam, General Westmoreland praised B-52 effectiveness during the Khe

Sanh seige.

The thing that broke their back basically was the fire
of the B-52s. Yes, we did have additional firepower..
around 100 TAC air sorties a day [and] sixteen 175-m
guns of the U.S. Army . . . and they did an excellent
job but the big gun, the heavy weight of our firepower,
was the tremendous tonnage of barbs dropped by our B-
52s." 3

Yet, rhetoric aside, the most accurate assessment of barber

effectiveness is found in the enemy's response and actions. For

example, several ground reconnaissance reports attributed the

enemy's abandoning large arms caches to his fear of B-52 strikes."

North Vietnamese and Viet Cong prisoners and detectors supported

this assessment, listing their fears as "B-52s, tac[ical] air,

artillery, and armor, in that order." S Captured NVA documents

underscore the imact of the bombers on troop morale. One such

document indicated that almost 300 soldiers belonging to a NVA unit

enroute to Khe Sanh deserted for fear of B-52 raids." A concerted

propaganda effort to convince NIA troops not to fear B-52 strikes

"because bcmbs had to fall within three meters to cause a casualty"

also indirectly reflect B-52 effectiveness.

In essence, Khe Sanh reflects a time where a caomander chose

to use bombers both for physical and psychological effect. As we

step yet another two decades foward, we find another caurmnder with

similiar ideas.

OPMPATION DESERT STORM

On August 2, 1990, the world took note as Iraqi military
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forces crossed over its southerrmst border and invaded the small

gulf emirate of Kuwait. In less than twelve hours, Iraqi forces not

only overpowered local defense forces and seized the capital city of

Kuwait, but also triggered a series of political and military events

that would ultimately lead into a regional war between Iraq and a

coalition of Allied forces.

In response to Iraq's failure to withdraw forces as prescribed

in United Nations (U.N.) Resolution 678," Allied forces took to the

air on 15 January, 1991. Under the cover of darkness, U.S. Navy

Tomahawk cruise missiles led the attack, striking at the enemy's

camand and control and paralyzing his air defense systems. F-ill,

F-15E, and F-117 stealth fighter-bambers continued the attacks

against similar facilities as B-52s targeted known enemy ground

positions in less-defended areas of Kuwait and Iraq."

Describing the design and execution of this awescme, well-

coordinated aerial assault, Former Air Force Chief of Staff, Genera.

Michael Dugan, outlines a four-phased operation. Phase one began

with attacks upon Iraq's nuclear, chemical, and biological

facilities, industry, and command and control network; Two takes out

her offensive and defensive counter air capabilities; Three isolates

the battlefield; and Four supports ground forces by reducing enemy

troops, tanks, and artillery."

Nevertheless, in term of basic campaign design, there appears

little disparity between yesterday's Operation Overlord and today's

Desert Storm. In both cases, achieving air superiority was first

and foremost. Both campaigns identified the enemy's web of cmmand

and control, logistics, and road/rail net as the critical or
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"decisive" points for isolating the battlefield. Moreover, Generals

Dwight Eisenhower and Norman Schwarzkopf each saw his opponent's

operational reserve as the enemy's center of gravity and took the

appropriate measures to prevent its use. Yet last, but not least,

both Eisenhower and Schwarzkopf embraced the use of long-range

bombers as an integral element in the design and execution of their

plan.

For example, early barber missions targeted Iraqi power

plants, SCUD missile assembly facilities, and chemical munitions

sites.' Although strategic in nature, these missions gained

operational significance by strangling Iraq's weapons production and

restricting Hussein's combat power to on hand system and equipment.

Enemy airfields and major road and rail arteries were also

prime bomber targets in isolating the battlefield and creating

opportunity for allied operational maneuver. While barber attacks

neutered Iraqi airpower, the B-52/FASCAM combination virtually

severed Hussein's life-line to his forces in southern Iraq and

northern Kuwait." Isolated from supplies and leadership, Hussein's

front-line troops soon fell victim to an arsenal of B-52 delivered

bombs, cluster munitions, fuel-area-explosives (FAE), and a variety

of "Chieu-Hoi" or psychological warfare leaflets (See Appendix,

Figure A-8)." An excess of 50,000 Iraqi deserters within the first

two days of the coalition ground assault speaks well of the bomber's

unique ability to physically and psychologically undermine an

adversary's combat forces ."

Yet aside from isolating and attriting Hussein's front-line

forces, the barber was also charged with fixing and emasculating the
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enemy's operational reserve - the elite Republican Guard. Not only

was this ll0,000-man, battle-hardened unit the best equipped and

trained force Iraq had to offer, but its mobility and geographic

position threatened any future coalition assault into Kuwait (See

Appendix, Figure A-9). By reducing the combat integrity of this

organization and isolating its ability to influence future battles,

the cohesiveness of the entire Iraqi military could be unhinged.":

As in previous examples, the marriage of surprise and

devastating firepower through saturation bombing once more proved

instrumental in immobilizing a highly dispersed, well dug-in eneny

force. Although attrition of Republican Guard units was not as high

as earlier estimated, the repetitive and unyielding saturation raids

prevented the enemy opportunity to mass his combat power, denied him

the initiative, and facilitated allied operational maneuver by

creating conditions favorable for tactical success. Sumnarizing the

U.S. strategy, General Colin Powell, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of

Staff, announced, "First we're going to cut it [the Iraqi Army] off.

and then we're going to kill it." On both tasks, the bonber was key

to carpaign success.

In conclusion, this section has examined four major operations

where operational comranders have integrated bombers as a key

element of campaign design and execution. Except for Operation

Niagara, each case provides a clear example of how bombers

contributed to creating conditions favorable for campaign success.

Niagara, on the other hand, reflects a war of negative aims. where

simply denying the eneny tactical, operational, or even strategiz

success was the primary objective. Hence, each of the examples, Ln
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its own right, achieved its primary aim. With our historical

canvassing complete, this monograph now turns to analyze the

conditions praipting Generals Eisenhower, Bradley, Westmoreland, and

Schwarzkopf to seek out the use of bombers.

Section IV

Historical Analysis

The practical value of history is to throw the film of
the past through the material projector of the present
onto the screen of the future.

Liddell Hart56

A cursory review of the Overlord, Cobra, Niagara, and Desert

Storm vignettes underscores how in both past and recent conflicts,

integrating long-range borbers have been central to the success of

major operations and theater-level campaigns. As operational fires,

the bonber's flexibility, range, and massive firepower have einabled

commanders to shape the battlefield and facilitate operational

maneuver. These feats have been achieved by: 1) disrupting his

enemny's command and control; 2) upsetting his enemy's flow of

battlefield logistics; 3) rupturing and exploiting his opponent's

defenses; and 4) immobilizing an adversary's reserve strengths.

Each and every of these achievements contributes to creating

conditions for tactical victories and campaign success. Yet, a more

in depth synthesis of the four case studies also reveals several key

conditions which have prampted previous camanders to integrate

strategic airpower into campaign design and execution. Given that

operational fires function on a "top-down" planning and execution

process, it seem only natural the first condition should focus upon

the operational conander.

In each of our historical examples, the camander was keenly
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aware of how babers could sway the balance of victory in his favor.

To guarantee success at Normandy, General Eisenhower first began

shaping the battlefield by matching bomber capabilities with pre-

campaign objectives. From this process emerged barber target

priorities for the Combined Bomber Offensive. Later, Eisenhower

took control of bomber assets to ensure final preparations for the

amphibious assault were complete. Likewise, Bradley's efforts to

secure and integrate the bombers for Operation Cobra also reflect

his awareness of bomber capabilities. While Bradley never gained

control of the barber fleet, his efforts in the planning and

sequencing of the barber strikes were instrurental in setting

battlefield conditions supporting operational maneuver.

Westmoreland's efforts during the design and execution of Operaticn

Niagara reflect an equal level of insight and awareness."1

A second condition favoring bomber integration in campaign

design revolves around a need for blending surprise with devastating

firepower. During Overlord and Cobra breaching operations,

overwhelming an unprepared enemy with a single dose of fires was

essential to campaign success.

For instance, Overlord pranners estimated almost 7,800 tons of

explosives delivered within thirty minutes of the initial landings

were necessary to adequately suppress enemy coastal defenses." For

Cobra to succeed, Bradley judged slightly more than 4,300 tons

delivered in less than an hour was necessary to disrupt and

demoralize enemy defenses opposing his route of advance." Yet, in

both cases, surprise and deception were equally important; Any large

scale repositioning of naval fires or artillery pieces could have
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carpromised both.114 Under these circumstances, the bmber became

the favored choice.

Similar to Overlord and Cobra, combining bomber surprise 3rd

massive firepower also contributed to Niagara and Desert Storm

success. Where Westmoreland employed the bombers to prevent a

massing of enemy combat power, Schwarzkopf wielded the bomber's

surprise and firepower to disrupt enemy logistics, dissolve Iraai

linear defenses, and immobilize Hussein's operational reserves.

Robert Kritt's accounting of Operation Niagara offers evidence of

where a single B-52 strike devastated 75 percent of an 1,8C0-mar.

North Vietnamese regiment.'", Warren Trest's study of Khe Sanh

presents similar testimony.i.2  Although Desert Storm figures have

yet to be finalized, there is little doubt that the saturation

bombing of Hussein's "Maginot Line," elite Republican Guard units,

and Iraqi supply routes set conditions favorable for coalition

canmpaign success during the ground phase of operations.*3

Yet, neither an operational canmander's insight nor his

ability to blend surprise and firepower is of much consequence if he

cannot respond in a timely mranner. Both Niagara and Desert Storm

highlight that in the ifitial hours of a crisis, the ability to

project power into a threatened region nmay be the decisive factor in

stalemating an adversary's advance or turning the tide of battle.

During Niagara operations, Westmoreland's ability to quickly secure

and employ B-52 firepower was key to thwarting a communist take-over

of the Khe Sanh basecamp. Likewise, Desert Storm clearly

illustrates how a quick military response with airpower can both

stem an enemy's plans for attack and buy time to mobilize additional
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ccmat power.1 "

Furthermore, each of the four exanples clearly outlines a

situation where limited fire assets and economy of force measures

nay necessitate incorporating strategic bombers into campaign design

and execution. For example, to achieve the 7,800 ton ordnance goal

at Normandy, over 20 battleships and 100 destroyers would have been

required - neither of which where available. 11 Likewise, while

Bradley readily admits that his 600 piece artillery force was

inadequate for Cobra objectives, he further questions if a ten-fold

increase would have been sufficient.' "  In these two cases,

employing long-range bcmbers as operational fires not only rectified

land and sea-based firepower shortfalls, but precluded operational

delays and a need to divert firepower assets from other comannders.

An analysis of Niagara and Desert Storm operations further

depicts how babers can maximize a cammader's firepower and still

permit him to husband critical resources for higher priority tasks.

For instance, during the defense of Khe Sanh, B-52s only accounted

for less than 11% of the total strike aircraft sorties. However,

this small percentage of sorties dropped almost 61% of the total

ordnance expended during Niagara (See Appendix, Figure A-10)."'

In this case, B-52 fires enabled Westmoreland to shower his enemy at

Khe Sanh with overwhelming fires and still have his fighter aircraft

to use against higher priority targets throughout his theater of

operations. 10

A comparison of Desert Storm sortie rates reveals a similar

situation. While the USAF flew 59% of all Desert Storm ccmbat

sorties, less than 3% of these sorties were B-52 missions. Yet,
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like Operation Niagara, this 3% carried almost 40% of all USAF barbs

and 30% of all U.S. (e.g. Air Force, Navy, and Marine) barbs during

this 100-day war.1" Unquestionably, a majority of this ordnance

was directed against Hussein's well-dispersed and dug-in Iraqi

defensive positions and Republican Guard units. Thus, by utilizing

B-52 saturation raids to reduce enemy defensive fortifications and

immobilize Iraqi operational reserves, remaining firepower assets

could be better utilized against other and perhaps higher priority

targets.

Furthermore, an analysis of both Niagara and Desert Storm

suggests that the use of bombers as operational fires may be

appropriate in situations where friendly forces are outnumbered.

For example, at the start of the 1968 Khe Sanh offensive, allied

carbat forces consisted of one South Vietnamese and four U.S. Marine

battalions. Fire support for the 6,000 defenders was limited to

less than fifty-five pieces of mixed artillery and mortar equipment

(See Appendix, Figure A-i)."'

Comimmist forces attacking Khe Sanh included four to five

infantry divisions - almost 40,000 North Vietnamese regulars - and

two artillery regiments. In rough term, the North Vietnamese had

almost a seven-fold superiority in troops and fire support numbers

alone.

At the start of the Desert Storm air war, combat ratios

between coalition and Iraqi forces were listed at 0.7:1.0 for

troops, 0.74:1.0 for tanks, and 0.54:1.0 for artillery - all

favoring the Iraqi forces. Nonetheless, despite these significant

shortfalls, allied/ coalition forces prevailed. While much of the
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success at Khe Sanh has been attributed to strategic airpower, it

seers unlikely the same level of recognition will emerge from Desert

Storm.

Finally, a synthesis of three of the four case studies

reflects allied air superiority, or at least air parity,

significantly enhanced bomber operations. Looking back at the

Combined Bcmber Offensive, neither U.S. nor RAF bombers were able to

strike deep into the Reich without incurring significant losses."

With the skies belonging to the allies during Overlord .Ln3 Cobra,

allied bombers were able to mass into large formation and lay a

concentrated blanket of bombs without serious consideration of enemy

threats.ii2

The uncontested skies of South Vietnam, Laos, and Cambodia

certainly enhanced B-52 operations during Niagara. For instance, it

is doubtful the accuracy needed to accomplish the "Close-In" !.0C0

meter bombings could have been achieved if aircrews would have had

to react to enemy air or ground threats. At this time, the

particulars of B-52 tactics and bombing procedures, enemy air

defense capabilities, and allied threat suppression measures still

remain closely-guarded. Consequently, it is uncertain just how r.mich

a lack of allied air superiority could have influenced B-52

operations during Desert Storm. Furthermore, the promise of stealth

technology suggests perhaps the skies over enemy terrain need not be

under control of allied forces. However, for the time being, one

could suppose bomber impunity of enemy threat permitted the Desert

Storm bomber crews, like their predecessors at Normandy, Cobra, and

Niagara, to concentrate on weapon delivery and not enemy threat.
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Section V

Coclusions and Inplications

Weapons, when correctly handled, seldan fail to gainvictory.
J.F.C. Fuller..

This nmrnograph has explored the question: " Under what

conditions might an operational commander erploy strategic airpower

in his campaign design?" This exploration began with discussing

the linkage between strategy, operations, and tactics. Next, U.S.

Army and Air Force doctrine were compared to assess terminology and

conceptual similarities regarding strategic bonbers as a form of

operational fires. Finally, four historical case studies were

selected to determine under what conditions previous commanders have

employed long-range bambers to facilitate operational naneuver and

set battlefield conditions favorable for carpaign success. After a

careful review and analysis of concepts, doctrine, and history, this

xmograph concludes that integrating strategic bombers in carpaign

design and execution is warranted when:

- The commnder possesses an awareness of strategic airpower
capabilities.

- The situation requires a blending of surprise and
overwhelming firepower, concentrated in mninmu time and
space, as a prerequisite for operational success.

- Limited reaction or response time.

- Limited firepower assets or econmy of force conditions
prevail.

- Numerical superiority favors the eneny.

- The allied possess or can achieve localized air
superiority.

Of these five conditions, a cammander's awareness of bomber

capabilities and how they can assist him in setting conditions for
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tactical victories, operational achievenent, and campaign success

receives top priority. A lack of awareness or misunderstanding of

such capabilities may not only result in an emission of bomber

employment as operational fires, but could conceivably lead to

misapplication or loss of these extremely limited firepower assets.

This inherently implies that educating current and future

operational coranders and their planning staffs is of imnense

importance. It seers only natural that the most fertile ground for

planting this seed of knowledge rests within the senior and

intermediate service schools, only to be nourished to full growth

during joint training exercises.

The ability to blend surprise and overwhelming firepower when

both response time and additional fire assets are limited merely

underscores conditions of how bambers can best serve an operational

conander. As our military continues to shrink in size, the

probability of our resources become fewer, and our national m-ilitary

strategy reverts from forward deployed to a forward presence, the

challenge of being able to respond in a tirely manner with

sufficient firepower to deter an eneMy is certain to increase. Such

a future clearly Suggests a greater role for the bomber. Therefore.

it only seems logical that both today's and tomorrow's military

leadership understand when and how the long-range bomber can best

assist in maintaining the peace - or ensuring victory.
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